Kathy A. Melton has become a go-to source for using social media to connect with and learn from other principals. But she started out as a teacher and soccer coach. That foundation initially peaked her interest in school leadership, given the common emphasis on working as a team toward a common goal. Melton learned valuable lessons on collaborating, self-discipline, managing time, and taking risks through her time as an athlete. As a coach, she worked hard to maximize resources, elevate her teams’ performance, build athletes of character, and form meaningful connections with parents and the community.

On greatest challenges:
As a school leader, I am continuously looking for effective, efficient ways to balance the “must do” tasks of my daily work, my responsibility to stay informed on larger policy issues, and the invaluable time spent in classrooms, building relationships, and supporting my team.

On daily inspiration:
The most memorable experiences are often individual student successes. Our staff members work as teams to ensure students have what they need. Seeing a child succeed, and then staff and parents celebrating that success is joyful all around.

On leveraging social media:
My advice is to simply get started. My own social media use transformed from getting information from professional organizations to connecting and contributing in a variety of ways. Know that you can’t—and don’t need to—keep up with every tweet or post. Know that YOU, too, have a story to share!
Refocus student behavior with a positive approach!

Advantage Press programs provide students with logical and constructive learning activities while they serve time in the office, classroom or refocus room, and can be included in most every IEP. Programs provide positive discipline interventions to help students learn appropriate ways of behaving from past mistakes. Printable packets address specific misbehaviors from fighting to name calling. Lessons assist in developing a cooperative attitude, avoiding future mistakes, setting goals and converting constructive suggestions into future actions.

Multi User Licenses available! Call for a quote.
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Elementary Bully Program

Volume 1
Grades 2–4
• Pushing
• Name Calling
• Intimidating
• Verbal Abuse
• Stealing
• Running
• Teasing
• Extortion
• Physical Abuse
• Bullying
• Making Fun of Others
• Being bossy
• Aggression
• Destructive Behavior

Volume 2
Grades 4–6
• Pushing
• Stealing
• Threatening
• Hitting and Kicking
• Excluding Others
• Making Fun of Others
• Being bossy
• Pressuring Others
• Aggression
• Destructive Behavior
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